The Real Sonia Barrett - 12439 Magnolia Blvd, Suite 199
North Hollywood, CA
91607

Phone: (818) 899-1133 - Email:
authorsoniabarrett@gmail.com

How to Transition in yur Job or Business,
Changing the program in your corporate hologram

Price: $99.00

Short Description
A quantum physics approach to changing your job and business (frequency) "patterns" in the
quantum field
Sonia's workshop -

6 Hours - three part workshop

Description
How To Transition &Transform In Your Job Or Business
A quantum physics approach to changing your job and business (frequency) "patterns" in
the quantum field
THIS WAS A THREE PART WORKSHOP

Change the program in your Corporate hologram!
What’s your corporate coding!
What’s your money coding!
What’s your security coding!
What’s your "responsibility" coding!
What’s your retirement coding!
What’s your fixed income coding!
What’s your health insurance coding!

Your corporate programs have a purpose but you must embrace them in order to
transcend them!
No gurus, no guides, no angels...just you in your true power and presence as creator. Can
you do it? No crutches!
Took place on Saturday, June 29, July 6th and 13th
Anyone will benefit from this workshop!
Retire from your limitations but not from authenticity
As human beings our livelihood is a prominent part of our reality. It plays a major role in
the manner in which we participate in the "survival" game. Because of this so often much
of what we endure in the work/business world is endured for the sake of survival. We
establish patterns in the quantum field creating imprisoning holograms specifically
related to survival; obligation, fear, limited options, security, money and habit. We have
been moving through our lives based on limiting collective rules and regulations that are
alterable and optional (according to where we are in our awareness)
Some will spend a life time planning to "escape" or to find a way out while there are
others who are content. Not everyone feels trapped by their job or business however a
vast majority feel stuck or trapped. Your consciousness is however the driving force and
realigning with this awareness every step of the way is needed in making evolutionary
changes. Your job or your business is more than a money generator they are significant
catalysts in your reality hologram. It is for this reason that you are challenged by them.
This three part workshop will meet once per week for two hours for three weeks. During
those three weeks you will be provided with tools to begin creating those desired changes
in your livelihood and in your overall reality. Like all my workshops you must do the
work. You must be willing to commit to the kind of freedom that you are seeking. No
gurus, no guides, no angels...just you in your true power and presence as creator. Can you
do it? No crutches! In the Unified Field all simply is! If you are ready to leap into this
experience then I am excited to have you there! It will also be fun work.
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